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cod. 6501030M1 - 10/2009

Engine
Perkins “Tier3”direct-injection engine
1104D-44
max. power (ISO)
hp/kW
74/54,5
max. torque
lb. (Nm)
192 (261)
3
displacement
cu. in. (cm )
268,5 (4400)
fuel tank capacity
gal. (lt)
27.2 (102)
Clutch
INDEPENDENT DRY SINGLE-PLATE CLUTCH	
in. (mm) 13”(330)
mechanically operated

multi-disc wet clutch
		

Declutch Control: button-operated clutch
		

Transmission

mech. rev. shuttle+Speed Four: 12FWD + 12REV
mech. rev. shuttle+Speed Four+creeper: 16FWD+16REV
¡
mech. rev. shuttle+Speed Four+overdrive: 24FWD+12REV (40Km/h)
¡
mech. rev. shuttle+Speed Four+overdrive+creeper:

32FWD+16REV (40Km/h)
hydr.rev.shuttle+Speed Four 12FWD+12REV
		

Inv. hydr.+Speed Four+creeper 16FWD+16REV
		

hydr.rev.shuttle+Speed Four+T-Tronic 36FWD+12REV (40Km/h) 		

hydr.rev.shuttle+Speed Four+T-Tronic+ creeper 48FWD+16REV (40Km/h) 		

Park look
		

Power take-off

oil-immersed multi-disc Hydra P.T.O

electrohydraulic control

2 speeds 540/750 rpm
2 speeds 540/1000 rpm

3 speeds 540/750/1000 tr/min

ground speed PTO

net PTO power (ISO)
hp/kW
63/46,5
4WD front axle

electrohydraulic 4WD engagement
max. steering angle
55°

Twin-Lock electrohydraulic diff-locks
Brakes

OIL-IMMERSED GRAPHITE-COATED REAR BRAKES,10 DISCS

oil-immersed graphite-coated front brakes, 4 discs

IBS - Integral Braking System
Hydraulic power lift

mechanically operated
rear control lever

electronically-operated “Landtronic”
		

lifting capacity with 2 auxiliary cylinders in 2 (mm 50)
lb. (Kg)
9570 (4350)
HYDRAULIC FLOW @ REMOTE 	GPM (LT/MIN)
13,8 (52,3)
total hydraulic flow 	GPM (lt/min)
21.6 (82.2)
STD auxiliary valves nr° STD/OPT
2/4
FRONT HITCH AND FRONT PTO (LIFT CAPACITY KG)
lb. (Kg)
3960 (1800) 
Cab and driving seat

Powerfarm cab / auto-radio fitting facilities
AIR-CONDITIONING

PNEUMATICALLY SUSPENDED SEAT


SUSPENTED PLATFORM
Dimensions and weights
front tyres
380/70 R24
rear tyres
480/70 R34
A - total length with ballast
in. (mm)
163.8 (4160)
B - min. width
in. (mm)
83 (2110)
C - wheelbase 2RM/4RM
in. (mm)
93/92 (2365/2340)
D - height over cab
in. (mm)
101 (2563)
D - height to safety frame
in. (mm)
100,5 (2560)
E - ground clearance
in. (mm)
18,5 (475)
8030 (3650)
TOTAL WEIGHT WITHOUT BALLAST (+cab lb.330 (150kg) 4WD
lb. (Kg)
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NEW

Serie 5H
80 - 90 - 100 - 110 techno / top

NEW 5H SERIES,
TECHNOLOGICAL
EVOLUTION
The 5H Series is midway between the Powerfarm of which it inherits
the cab and the wheel base, and the more structured Powermondial Series
featuring a 3 ranges Powershift, i transmission, epicyclic final drives and
power lift. The front and rear field lights as well as the front grille have
been newly conceived and feature a superb new look.
The modular and versatile transmission is available with four
synchronized gears and three mechanical speed ranges (SPEED FOUR) with
hydraulically controlled oil-bath multi-plate PTO as a basic version.
The entry level 12 +12 is available on both 18.7 MPH (30 kPH) and
25 MPH (40 kPH) versions and is combined with an intermediate 24 +12
version equipped with mechanical reverse shuttle and overdrive (TECHNO
VERSION).
A substantial novelty is represented by the combination of the hydraulic
reverse shuttle with the T Tronic three-shift option ( H-M-L high-mediumlow) which triples the gears of the basic transmission to achieve 36 forward
+ 12 reverse speeds. (TOP VERSION).
A creep transmission is available as an option on both TECHNO and TOP
versions. The Top version is equipped with a De-clutch system allowing the
operator to change mechanical gears by simply depressing the button placed
on the gear shift lever without using the clutch pedal.
The De-clutch system is engaged by an electronic control unit, the same
one controlling the hydraulic reverse shuttle, the T Tronic H-M-L gearbox and
the PTO.
The PTO comes with a choice of 3 speeds – 540, 750 (540 Eco) and 1000
rpm according to the requested version.
The mechanical power lift (electronic power lift only on Top version) is
equipped with draft control function on the lower links.
The four models feature also new engines: the “80” model is fitted with
an aspirated engine, the “90” with a turbocharged engine, and both the
“100” and “110” versions are equipped with a turbo after-cooled engine, all
of them complying with the Tier 3 emission standards.
The new 5H Series is available both in cab and plat versions and represents
the Landini technological innovation as well as a winning combination of two
ergonomic, reliable and high performing ranges such as the Powerfarm and
the Powermondial featuring the essence of modernity.

NEW PERKINS TIER 3 1104D
SERIES ENGINES: HIGH POWER
WITH LOW CONSUMPTION
The new Perkins 1104D engines fitted on
the 5H Series have been purposely designed
for agricultural use. They feature a modern conception and avant-garde technical solutions. A new range
of environment-friendly engines complying with the
new specifications governing low fumes emissions as
dictated by the current Tier III standards. The new
Perkins engines fitted on the 5H series are available in
the following power ratings: 74 HP (aspirated), 83 HP
(Turbocharged), 92,5 and 102 HP/ISO (turbo-after-cooled).
Thanks to particular technological innovations the air
and the fuel are mixed to the greatest possible extent
thus ensuring better combustion and efficiency, higher
power and high torque backup with low running costs
and respect for the environment. The forward tilting
hood provides easy access to the engine compartment
for routine service and maintenance. > Fig. A

a

FRONT AXLE OF LAST GENERATION
The four-wheel drive with electro-hydraulic engagement and 55° steering angle ensures optimum ground
clearance and excellent manoeuvrability. > Fig. B
The combined action of the front and rear oil-bath disc
brakes ensures a safe and effective integral braking on
the four wheels.

FRONT LIFT AND FRONT PTO FOR
VERSATILITY ENHANCEMENT (OPTIONAL)
The Cat. 2 front lift provides a lifting capacity of 3960 LB.

B

(1800 kg) and is equipped with all main functions: high/
low and floating mode. The 1000 rpm PTO is electrohydraulically controlled by means of a pushbutton.
The front lift and PTO have been purposely designed to
be integrated in this new range to allow the tractor
to be used with combined farming implements to further enhance performance and versatility.

T-TRONIC HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION
(48 FWD+16REV SPEEDS) WITH DE-CLUTCH
CONTROL AND REVERSE POWER SHUTTLE
The TOP version features a basic gearbox (speed four)
with 4 speeds and 3 ranges, (controlled by the green
pushbuttons integrated in the gearshift lever) (Fig.
D), which, in conjunction with the T-Tronic module
(3 Powershift H-M-L ranges under load) and the reverse
shuttle (Fig. C) provides 36 forward and 12 reverse
speeds. A creeper is available as an option extending the
flexibility to 48 FWD and 16REV speeds.
The DE-CLUTCH CONTROL (orange pushbutton integrated
in the gearshift lever) (Fig. d) and the REVERSE POWER
SHUTTLE (hydraulic reverse shuttle with lever integrated in the steering column) (fig. c) allow the operator to
change gear and shift from forward to reverse without using the clutch pedal.

C

D

THE NEW 5H SERIES:

F

2

A WINNING COMBINATION

NEW MECHANICAL POWER LIFT
With the intuitive and ergonomically arranged
controls on the stylish righ-hand. console located
to the driver’s right (Fig F) the mechanical power
lift features a draft control on the lower links
and

incorporates all fundamental functions and

regulations offering maximum comfort and fingertip
control of implements.
An electronic power lift is available for the TOP version
as an option
The Cat 2 three-point linkage (fig. E) provides a lifting
capacity of 9570 lb. (4350 kg).
E

HYDRA PTO: 2 OR 3 SPEED PTO WITH
HYDRAULIC CONTROL FOR UTMOST
VERSATILITY

1

The 1/3”-inc PTO with hydraulic engagement offers two
basic speeds of 540/750 OR 540/1000 rpm. An additional
3-speed PTO providing 540/750/1000 rpm is available as an

P

option for increased versatility.
The wet disc clutch, operated by a pushbutton (P), enables smooth and progressive engagement of the PTO,
G

preventing abrupt starting of the shaft for added
operator comfort. > Fig. G

HIGH-PERFORMANCE HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT
AND VERSATILITY OF AUXILIARY SPOOL
VALVES
The new hydraulic circuit provides a maximum total
flow of 21.6 GPM (82 l/min). The system features up to 4
auxiliary spool valves with lever controls integrated
in the console at the driver’s right-hand side. (fig. G)
Two of them are controlled by joystick (1) for front
loader operations, while the other two are operated
by a standard lever (2) ensuring this range an extra
versatility and productivity when working with farm
implements. > FIG. f

“TOTAL VIEW” CAB FOR ALL-ROUND
VISIBILITY AND COMFORT
The most outstanding feature of the 5H series tractors
cab is the all-round visibility of the “total view” cab
provided by the all-glass side doors hinged onto the
rear post.
The interiors, stylish and accurate, have been executed
by making large use of the composite materials of
modern automotive design. All controls are arranged
in a comfortable and intuitive position, according to
current ergonomic standards.
The heating/ventilation and air-conditioning system is
installed on the cab roof with considerable benefits
for the driver in terms of comfort, safety and health.
The ventilation system is integrated by two filters
designed to purify the air inside the cab. The roof features a fixed glazed hatch with sunshade, particularly
useful when working with front loaders, and four
lights providing great visibility during night work.
Natural ventilation is ensured by the openable front
and rear windscreens. > fig. h
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